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Pipe routing and clamp layout for aeroengine are NP-hard computational problems and complex engineering design processes.
Besides space constraints and engineering rules, there are assembly constraints between pipes and clamps, which usually lead to
repeatedly modifications between pipe routing and clamp layout designs. In order to solve the problems of assembly constraints
and design coupling between them, an integrated optimization method for pipe routing and clamp layout is proposed. To this
end, the MOALO (multiobjective ant lion optimizer) algorithm is modified by introducing the levy flight strategy to improve
the global search performance and convergence speed, and it is further used as a basic computation tool. The integrated
optimization method takes pipe and clamp as a whole system and then solves the Pareto solution set of pipe-clamp layouts by
using improved MOALO, where the pipe path, clamp position, and rotation angle are selected as decision variables and are
further optimized. Inspired by engineering experience, a clamp-based pipe path mechanism considering regular nodes is
established to deal with assembly constraint problem. The proposed method comprehensively considers engineering rules of
pipe routing and clamp layout and realizes the overall layout optimization of pipe-clamp system while guaranteeing the
assembly constraints between pipes and clamps. Finally, some numerical computations and routing examples are conducted to
demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

The pipe system of aeroengine consists of a series of pipes
fixed by clamps. As an important part of aeroengine, the
quality and efficiency of pipe routing design have an impor-
tant impact on the reliability and design cycle of the whole
product. In the aspect of automatic pipe routing design,
many scholars have carried out extensive research and put
forward a series of optimization algorithms for automatic
pipe routing, such as maze algorithm [1], heuristic algorithm
[2, 3], A ∗ algorithm [4], graph-based routing algorithms [5],
branch pipe routing based on local twice learning probabi-
listic roadmap method (LTL-PRM) [6], and routing method
based on intelligent optimization [7–14]. With the develop-
ment of multiobjective optimization algorithm, some scholars
began to explore the Pareto solution method of multiobjective
pipe routing in recent years. Sui and others proposed an

improved NSGA-II algorithm to find the best ship pipe [15].
Based on Kriging model and NSGA-II algorithm, Liu pro-
posed a multiobjective pipe routing method with pipe length,
smoothness, and natural frequency as optimization objectives
[16]. Ahmed and others applied the NSGA-II algorithm to
study the multiobjective path planning problem in two-
dimensional (2D) space [17]. However, pipe routing involves
a series of optimization objectives and constraints such as
space and rules; the efficient routing algorithm and system still
remain an open area.

In a pipe system, the clamp plays a supporting and fixing
role on the pipe and has an important impact on the vibra-
tion performance and stability of the pipe. It is one of the
important research directions to optimize the vibration per-
formance of pipes by adjusting the position of clamps. Many
references provide useful exploration for the arrangement of
clamps [18–22]. Due to the assembly constraint relationship
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between pipes and clamps, pipe routing and the clamp layout
design further affect each other. Most existing research on
pipe routing and clamp layout are performed independently,
and the assembly constraints and design coupling relation-
ship between them are rarely considered, which often leads
to repeated modifications.

The pipe routing design is a classic 3D path planning
problem with spatial constraints, which is a NP-hard compu-
tational problem. On the other hand, clamp layout is a optimi-
zation problem that needs to determine its installation
location, which can be formulated as a classical location prob-
lem; in addition, it needs to determine its rotation angle, which
is a pose optimization problem. Due to the assembly con-
straints between pipes and clamps, pipe routing and clamp
layout designs are coupled with each other, which makes the
design be more complex and leads to repeated modifications.

To deal with the coupling relationship between pipe rout-
ing and clamp layout, this paper treats them as a whole to
optimize. The study is aimed at presenting a routing method
that automatically generates pipe routing while considering
clamp constraints, with respect to a series of engineering
rules. The reminder of this paper is arranged as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives the problem description, engineering rules, and
space modeling method. Section 3 proposed an improved
MOALO by introducing levy flight strategy, which is further
used to solve the pipe-clamp layout problem. Section 4 pre-
sents a multiobjective routing method to seek the optimal
pipe and clamp layouts simultaneously by using improved
MOALO, where the clamp-based pipe path mode, individual
encoding design, objective function computations, con-
straints processing, routing system, and algorithm flowchart
are discussed in detail. Section 5 performs some routing
examples. Section 6 finally concludes this paper.

2. Problem Description and Spatial Modeling

2.1. Optimization Objectives and Constraints of Pipe Routing.
As the core part of pipe system design, pipe routing mainly
considers but is not limited to the following objectives and
constraints:

Objective 1: the total length of pipe should be as short as
possible.

Objective 2: the pipe path should be as smooth as possible
to reduce flow resistance.

Constraint 1: the pipe should avoid obstacles and some
specific areas.

Constraint 2: the pipe should bypass the accessories to
avoid crossing.

Constraint 3: the bending angle of pipe should not be less
than 90.

Constraint 4: the pipe should be arranged close to the cas-
ing surface to obtain better vibration and save space.

Constraint 5: the bending radius should match the pipe
diameter.

Constraint 6: minimum length requirement of pipe
straight section to meet manufacturability requirement.

2.2. Optimization Objectives and Constraints of Clamp
Layout. The clamp is an important part of the aeroengine

pipe system, which usually includes three types: the clamp
based on mounting, the clamp based on mounting edge,
and double-clamp, which plays a supporting and stabilizing
role on the pipe. The type, size, and shape of the clamp are
relatively fixed (although its supporting parts such as mount-
ing base and bracket allow a certain range of size changes),
which is different from the free configuration of the pipe.
Figure 1 shows a simplified CAD simulation model of the
clamp based on the mounting.

In terms of clamp arrangement, the following constraints
are mainly considered:

Constraint 1: the clamp must be arranged in the desig-
nated area.

Constraint 2: according to engineering design experience,
if the pipe exceeds a certain length Ls, clamps should be
installed to fix the pipe to improve the stability and vibration
performance.

Constraint 3: the casing-clamp-pipe should conform to
the assembly constraint relationship.

2.3. Coupling Relationship between Pipe Routing and Clamp
Layout. The design process of pipe routing and clamp layout
influence each other. Generally, the clamp should be
arranged first, and then, the pipe should be designed based
on the clamp. Due to the clamp can only be arranged in the
designated area, and the shape and size of the clamp are rel-
atively fixed, it is difficult to ensure that the clamp-pipe-
casing meets the assembly constraints if the pipe is routed
first. Obviously, the position of the clamp has an intuitive
and important impact on the pipe path under the pipe rout-
ing based on the clamp. At the same time, when arranging
the clamps, it is necessary to predict the general direction of
the pipe in advance, so as to make the layout of the clamps
in the best position, that is, the pipe direction also has an
impact on the layout of the clamps.

Therefore, the pipe and clamp have assembly constraints,
they interact with each other in design, and they have cou-
pling relationship. Designers often need to modify many
times according to experience to complete decoupling
optimization.

Figure 1: A simplified clamp CAD model.
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2.4. Routing Space and Preprocessing. A series of space con-
straints are included in the aeroengine. Figure 2 shows the
simplified CAD model of aeroengine pipe routing simula-
tion. In the aspect of generatrix equation, Siemens/GRIP sec-
ondary development program can be used to extract some
coordinate points on a certain generatrix on the casing sur-
face, and then, the least square method is used to fit them.
In terms of spatial geometry information and accessory
obstacles, the grid method can be used to scan, and the con-
vex hull model can be used to model and express the obstacle
in MATLAB (as shown in Figure 3). This geometric informa-
tion will be stored as input information of the algorithm.

3. Improved Multiobjective Ant Lion
Optimizer (IMOALO)

3.1. MOALO Algorithm. The multiobjective ant lion opti-
mizer [23] is a multiobjective version of ALO algorithm
[24]. In order to mimic and model the interaction between
ant lion and ant in the trap, ants are required to move over
the search space, and antlions are allowed to hunt them
and become fitter using traps. Since ants move stochastically
in nature when searching for food, the mathematical expres-
sion of movement as follows:

X tð Þ = 0, cumsum 2r t1ð Þ − 1ð Þ, cumsum 2r t2ð Þ − 1ð Þ,⋯,½
cumsum 2r tnð Þ − 1ð Þ�, ð1Þ

where cumsum is the cumulative sum, n is the maximum
number of iterations, t is the current number of iterations,

and rðtÞ is a stochastic function, which can be expressed by
Equation (2).

r tð Þ =
1, rand > 0:5,
0, rand ≤ 0:5:

(
ð2Þ

Since each search space has a boundary (variable range),
Equation (1) cannot be directly used to update the position of
ants. In order to keep the random walks in the search space,
the following equation is used to normalize them:

Xt
i =

Xt
i − ai

� �
× di − ctið Þ

dti − ai
� � + cti , ð3Þ

where di and ai represent the upper and lower bounds of the i
th variable, respectively; di

t and ci
t represent the upper and

lower bounds of the ith variable at tth iteration, which can
be represented by Equation (4) and Equation (5):

cti = Antliontj + ct , ð4Þ

dti = Antliontj + dt , ð5Þ

where antlionj
t is the position of the jth ant lion at tth itera-

tion and dt and ct are the upper and lower bounds of all var-
iables at tth iteration, respectively, which can be represented
by Equation (6) and Equation (7):

ct = ct

10w t/Tð Þ , ð6Þ

dt = dt

10w t/Tð Þ , ð7Þ

where t is the current iteration, T is the largest iteration, and
w is a constant determined by T and t.

The best ant lion is selected as the elite ant lion, and the
roulette selection ant lion is used to guide the ant position
update; it can be expressed as follows:

Antti =
Rt
A + Rt

E

2 : ð8Þ

The next step is to update the archive and deal with
the situation of exceeding the archive capacity. The archive
is the Pareto optimal solution set, which stores the ant’s
position and fitness value in the Pareto optimal solution
set. The archive needs to be updated after each update of
ant’s position and fitness value in the iteration process.
When archive is full, the solutions with most populated
neighborhood are removed from the archive to accommo-
date new solutions. The probability of removal is expressed
as follows:

Pi =
Ni

c
: ð9Þ

Figure 3: Obstacle model by convex hull in MATLAB.

Figure 2: The simplified CAD model.
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If the ant falls to the bottom of the trap and is caught
by the ant lion, the individual will be regarded as a new
ant lion to rebuild the trap if the population contains an
individual with higher fitness than the ant lion; it can be
defined by Equation (10):

Antliontj = Antti , if f Antti
� �

> f Antliontj
� �

, ð10Þ

where RA
t is the random walk around the antlion selected

by the roulette wheel at tth iteration, RE
t is the random

walk around the elite at tth iteration, and Antit indicates
the position of ith ant at tth iteration.

3.2. Improved MOALO Algorithm. In this section, we pro-
posed an improved version of the MOALO algorithm
(IMOALO) using levy flight. Levy flight strategy is used in
PSO algorithm [25], which can prevent the decrease of pop-
ulation diversity and has good global search ability. There-
fore, the combination of levy flight strategy and MOALO
can effectively prevent it from falling into local optimum.
The calculation formula of the step length S of Mantegna’s
algorithm simulating Levy flight is as follows:

S = u

vj j1/β
, ð11Þ

where β is referred to as Levy index, where u and v are drawn
from normal distributions, the definition are as follows:

u ~N 0, σ2u
� �

,

v ~N 0, σ2v
� �

,

(
ð12Þ

where

σu =
Γ 1 + βð Þ sin πβ/2ð Þ
βΓ 1 + β/2½ �2 β−1ð Þ/2

� �1/β
, σv = 1, ð13Þ

where Γ is the gamma function, then the step size is calcu-
lated by

St = scale × S: ð14Þ

Here, scale is an adjustable factor, which can be adjusted
according to different problems or iteration process, so as to
avoid flying step too large or too small and try to keep in an
appropriate range for efficient search.

Therefore, the population renewal formula with levy
flight is as follows:

popnew = pop + r ∗ St, ð15Þ

where r is a random number between [0, 1].
The pseudocodes of the improved MOALO algorithm 1

is as follows.

4. Integrated Optimization of Pipe Routing and
Clamp Layout Based on Improved MOALO

4.1. Clamp-Based Path Mode and Clamp Coordinate
Transform. Due to the existence of assembly constraints
between pipe and clamp, inspired by engineering and expert
experience, this paper proposes to establish a routing path
model based on clamp constraint. As shown in Figure 4,
the pipe path nodes (Ps, Pt, Pc1, Pc2) are composed of the
extension point of the pipe connector and the extension
point of the axis in the clamp. In order to make the pipe path
mode have stronger ability of obstacle avoidance, the regular
nodes (P1, P2) can be inserted between the path nodes. In
order to reduce the search space, the regular nodes are set
in a certain distance from the casing surface.

Obviously, the path node is based on the design mode of
clamp layout. Its advantage is that it can ensure that the
clamp and the pipe meet the assembly constraint relationship
and can be fixed on the clamp base accurately. At the same
time, it can provide support for solving the coupling problem
of pipe routing and clamp layout design.

In addition, considering the machinability and reducing
the flow resistance of the pipe, arc processing is carried out
at the bending position of the pipe, as shown in Figure 5,
where point O is the center coordinate of the arc; R is the
bending radius, and it has certain empirical mapping rela-
tionship with the pipe diameter.

This paper takes the clamp based on the mounting for
example. Since the clamp needs to be fixed on the surface
of the casing, the normal direction of the clamp base changes
with the position of the mounting point. In order to calculate
the clamp position, a relative coordinate system fO’, e1’, e2’
, e3’g is constructed, where e1

’, e2’, and e3’ are unit vectors
that satisfy the right-handed relationship, O’ is the origin
point, e3

’ is the axis direction of the clamp base. The geomet-
ric coordinates of the clamp are calculated in this coordinate
system. Finally, the coordinates are transformed into the
absolute coordinate system fO, e1, e2, e3g by affine
transformation.

Suppose ðx, y, zÞ and ðx’, y’, z’Þ are the coordinates of a
point in fO, e1, e2, e3g and fO’, e1’, e2’, e3’g, respectively, the
relationship between them can be expressed by affine trans-
formation in Equation (16):

x

y

z

0
BB@

1
CCA =

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

0
BB@

1
CCA

x′

y′

z′

0
BB@

1
CCA +

x0

y0

z0

0
BB@

1
CCA, ð16Þ

where matrix A = ðaijÞ is the transition matrix, which sat-
isfies:

e1′ , e2′ , e3′
� �

= e1, e2, e3ð Þ
a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

0
BB@

1
CCA: ð17Þ
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4.2. Individual Encoding Design. The decision variables of
pipe routing and clamp layout are coded as a whole and
adopts fixed length coding to facilitate the design and imple-
mentation of the algorithm. In practical application, the
number of clamps is 0-2. As shown in Figure 6, it takes the

clamp position coordinate (O’), clamp rotation angle (θ),
and extension length at both ends of the clamp point (K) as
codes. At the same time, the regular nodes of the path are
coded. In summary, the specific coding forms are as follows
in Figure 7.

It should be noted that since the center point of the clamp
base is located on the surface of the casing, and the surface
equation of the casing can be obtained in 2.4, the two-
dimensional coding of the center point of the clamp base
can describe its three-dimensional position. Furthermore,
the normal direction of the clamp base can be solved by the
space geometry method and the surface equation of the cas-
ing. In order to calculate the regular node, according to the
coding information to get the point coordinate of the casing

Initial parameters of MOALO
Initial the primary population of ants
While the end condition is not met
Determine the new population size using Eq. (15)
If popnew > popold
Calculate the position of new members using elitism.
Else
Remove the failed members from the population.
End
For every ant
Select a random antlion from the archive
Select the elite using the roulette wheel from the archive
Create a random walk and normalize it
Update the position of ants
End for
Calculate the objective values of all ants
Update the archive
If the archive is full
Delete some solutions using the roulette wheel from the archive to accommodate new solutions.
End
End while
Return archive

Algorithm 1: The improved MOALO.

Ps

P1

Pc1

Pt

Pc2

P2

Figure 4: Clamp-based pipe path mode.

Tangent point 1 Tangent point 2

O

R

Figure 5: Bending radius of pipe.
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surface first, and then, a distance is extended from the normal
direction of the point, which is the coordinates of the regular
nodes.

4.3. Objective Functions and Constraint Processing. This
paper takes pipe length f L and pipe smoothness (bend angle)
f C as optimization objectives. f L and f C can be calculated by
Equations (18) and (19).

f L = 〠
m−1

i=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi+1 − xið Þ2 + yi+1 − yið Þ2 + zi+1 − zið Þ2

q
, ð18Þ

f C = 〠
m−2

i=1
βi = 〠

m−2

i=1
arccos a!i ⋅ b

!
i/ a

!
i

			 			 ⋅ b
!
i

			 			
 �
, ð19Þ

where m is the number of nodes in the path; ðxi, yi, ziÞ is the
node coordinate of the path; a!i = ðxi+1 − xi, yi+1 − yi, zi+1 −
ziÞ,b

!
i = ðxi+2 − xi+1, yi+2 − yi+1, zi+2 − zi+1Þ.
It should be noted that the objective functions will be

converted into a minimum value for calculation, so formula
(14) is the complementary angle of pipe angle.

For pipe routing constraints (1-3), penalty function
method is used to deal with it; for pipe constraint (4), the
algorithm solves the problem by limiting the distance
between regular node and casing surface; for pipe constraint
(5), the corresponding table of pipe diameter and bending
radius will be established to solve it.

For the clamp layout constraint (1), it will be limited in
the designed area during the population initialization. If the
clamp deviates from the designed area in the iteration pro-
cess, the algorithm will automatically adjust its position; for
the clamp constraint (2), penalty function method is used
to deal with it; for the clamp constraint (3), the “clamp-
based path mode” established in 4.1 is adopted to solve it.

Considering the above factors, the objective functions
considering the penalty term can be expressed using Equa-
tions (20) and (21).

f1 = f L + α · kP + β ⋅ kC, ð20Þ

f2 = f C + α · kP + β ⋅ kC, ð21Þ

where KP and KC are the punishment terms corresponding
to the pipe routing and the clamp layout, respectively, which
are larger positive numbers; α and β are the coefficient of
penalty term, and the value is 1 when the penalty is gener-
ated; otherwise, it is 0.

4.4. Routing System and Algorithm Flowchart. The routing
system is constructed by using customized developments of
MATLAB and Siemens NX systems, where data are trans-
ferred among these systems via TXT plain data files. More
specially, in the aspect of modeling and preprocessing of
routing model, the grid information of CAD model is
extracted by the secondary development tool of Siemens/-
GRIP, and the TXT text is used as the input of algorithm.
In order to speed up the operation, the TXT text data is con-
verted to MAT format in MATLAB. In terms of routing algo-
rithm, it is programmed in MATLAB platform to
automatically calculate the pipe-clamp layouts, and the cal-
culation results are saved as TXT text. Finally, the calculation
results are returned to Siemens NX through GRIP secondary
development program to realize the visualization of layout
results. The overall flowchart of the presented routing opti-
mization method is shown in Figure 8.

5. Numerical Computations and
Routing Examples

5.1. Numerical Computation. The improved MOALO algo-
rithm is tested and compared with the well-regarded multi-
objective algorithm MOPSO and standard MOALO. The
test functions are commonly used ZDT1~ZDT4, and GD
(Generational Distance) is used as the metrics to measure
the advantages and disadvantages of the two algorithms.
Each algorithm runs 20 times, and the average value, vari-
ance, optimal value, and worst value of GD are calculated.
The comparison data are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from the above table that, as far as these test
functions are concerned, the average value, variance, optimal
value, and worst value of MOALO are better than MOPSO
and standard MOALO. Therefore, this paper used the
improved MOALO algorithm to optimize the layout of aero-
engine pipes and clamps.

5.2. Routing Examples. The pipe routing and clamp layout
algorithm is implemented on computer (Intel(R) CPU i7-
6700 @3.40GHz, 8GB RAM), with customized develop-
ments of MATLAB and Siemens NX systems.

In this paper, the layout of pipes and clamps are opti-
mized by using IMOALO, MOALO, and MOPSO under
the same conditions. The parameters of IMOALO and
MOALO are set as follows: population size = 30, iteration
times = 30, and the archive size = 15. The parameters of
MOPSO are set as follows: population size = 30, iteration
times = 30, c1 = c2 = 1:4962, w = 0:7298, γ = 2, and β = 2.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of representative Pareto solu-
tions of the three algorithms.

It can be seen from the figure above that the solution
effect of IMOALO is better than MOALO and MOPSO
according the Pareto optimal front. The eight Pareto

z

y

x

k

𝜃

Figure 6: Calculation of clamp posture.
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solutions of IMOALO satisfy the constraint conditions and
are evenly distributed in the target space. Taking one clamp
as example, the routing results of three representative nondo-
minated solutions on a simplified routing model are shown
in Figure 10.

The above results show that the method can obtain
collision-free pipe paths and appropriate clamp layouts while
meeting certain engineering rules. In addition, pipe, clamp,
and casing satisfied the assembly constraints as well. The
obtained nondominated solutions provide designers with a

variety of choices to meet the preferences and experience in
engineering practice. Compared with existing pipe routing
methods, such as [16, 26], the presented method not only
solves the pipe routing but also solves the clamp layout
problems.

Finally, in order to further verify the engineering applica-
tion value of the algorithm, this paper optimizes the layout of
16 pipes in sequence (as shown in Figure 11). After the opti-
mization of each pipe is completed, the algorithm automati-
cally performs obstacle processing on it. The total running
time is about 86.72 seconds, averaging about 5.42 seconds
for routing one pipe.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the design coupling and assembly constraint
relationship between pipe routing and clamp layout are dis-
cussed, and a pipe routing method considering clamp

N xk zk

The number
of clamps

The length of straight
line extending from
starting, ending and
two ends of clamp

𝜃 Ls Ld Lk1 Lk2 xn1 zn1 xn2 zn2

Position and
rotation angle

of clamp

Coordinates
of two regular

nodes

Figure 7: Individual coding form.

Begin

Is stopping condition?

Output Pareto solutions set

Stop

No

Yes

Pre-treatment process
using Grip

Optimization
with MATLAB

Visualization
using Grip

Input basic information:
Model grid data;

starting and ending coordinates;
clamp layout area.

Input initial parameters:
Initialize the first population;

calculate the fitness;
find the elite.

Iterative calculation
using IMOALO

Visualization of pipe-clamp
layouts in Siemens NX

Figure 8: The flowchart of layout method.

Table 1: Results of the multiobjective algorithms (using GD).

Ave Var Best Worst

Algorithm ZDT1

MOPSO 0.005087 2.0547E-6 0.003160 0.008830

MOALO 0.002974 1.1426E-6 0.000533 0.004710

IMOALO 0.001184 2.8685E-7 0.000498 0.002313

Algorithm ZDT2

MOPSO 0.003591 1.5219E-6 0.000209 0.006501

MOALO 0.002300 7.6867E-7 0.000920 0.004878

IMOALO 0.000848 2.4213E-7 0.000196 0.001811

Algorithm ZDT3

MOPSO 0.007008 1.8337E-5 0.003432 0.020274

MOALO 0.005580 8.4764E-6 0.000458 0.010607

IMOALO 0.002231 2.0542E-6 0.000465 0.004713

Algorithm ZDT4

MOPSO 0.008441 1.6125E-4 0.003677 0.062375

MOALO 0.002450 1.9174E-6 0.000342 0.006357

IMOALO 0.000883 1.7624E-7 0.000231 0.001888
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constraints is presented by using improved MOALO. In par-
ticular, a clamp-based path mode is established, where the
posture transformation calculation of clamp model is further
given by using affine transformation method. The individual

encoding, objective functions, and constraint processing
method are given in detail.

Compared with the traditional pipe routing methods, the
presented routing method comprehensively considers the

160
1150 1160 1170 1180 1190 1200 1210

f1 (length)
1220 1230 1240 1250 1260

180

200

220

f2
 (s

m
oo

th
ne

ss
) 240

260

280

MOALO
MOPSO
IMOALO

Figure 9: Pareto solution distribution.

(a) Nondominated solution 1 (b) Nondominated solution 2 (c) Nondominated solution 3

Figure 10: Visualization of routing example.

(a) View 1 (b) View 2

Figure 11: Visualization of multipipes routing example.
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relevant engineering rules of pipe routing and clamp layout
and realizes the integrated optimization and automatic calcu-
lation of pipe path, clamp geometric position, and spatial
posture parameters. The final routing examples demonstrate
the presented routing method. In terms of considering the
clamp layouts, the vibration performance is primarily con-
sidered from the perspective of geometric layout based on
expert experience. Further study should be on extending
the routing method to consider the pipe natural frequency
and other types of clamps.
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